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Dear Beautiful Soul,
We humans are coming to an evolutionary edge. Many of us are facing
difficulties in multiple areas of our lives that are leading us to reconsider
how we live, what we do, how we maintain our wellbeing and that of our
loved ones, and where we place our time, energy and resources. We can
either become overwhelmed by the challenges we face and get pulled under,
or we can ride the waves of change, trusting them to take us to new shores.
We can fire-fight, or we can proactively respond.
It is our innate ability to respond that excites me.
Whether you are a holistic practitioner or someone who is simply interested
in your own health, knowing how to tune into, maintain and deepen your
health is becoming an increasingly vital life skill. We need to grow wiser
when it comes to looking after ourselves and our loved ones. We need to
develop our health sense. The article that follows explores this.
In this newsletter, you will also details of the now released paperback
version of Wild and Sacred Medicine, full details of the new Holistic Healer
Practitioner Training that starts in September, and information on changes
regarding how and where you now purchase LightBringer Essences.
Paperback version now out!

Blessings of the flowers to you, dear soul. Take gentle care of yourself in
these times, Rachel

Developing your Health Sense
The wisdom within your own body
People often refer to a ‘sixth sense’ - the ability to sense and know things beyond the information the
five senses pick up. This is not an ability that some people have and others don’t; it is simply that
certain people have learnt to heed and harness this whilst others have not.
We are all profoundly sentient beings. Consider for a moment that our essential nature is energetic and
indivisible from all that is. The life-force that flows through us also flows through the entire universe
and, via this collective energetic essence, we are alive to the vibrations and currents of life around and
within us, at all times. We ourselves constantly radiate and transmit energy vibrations and signals. We
cannot escape this interconnectedness and sentience - and nor should we want to.
I have come to see that heeding our native sentience goes hand-in-hand with the ability to cultivate
wellbeing at all levels. When we acknowledge our multi-dimensional nature, and the conversation we
are in with the energetic universe around us, we are more able to embody a sense of our wholeness
within all that is. By contrast, when we see ourselves as an isolated and separate body or identity, we
cut ourselves off from this, and from the knowledge and support that comes with it. The current
medical paradigm in the western world is based on this idea: we live in a dangerous world, constantly
bombarding by things out there that we have to fight and defend ourselves against. We are not part of
it; this hostile world is against us. This is not a paradigm based on an understanding of our wholeness;

it reflects a broken view. It sets us against the very Life that we are made to function within.
Relaxing into the interconnected, fluid nature of our wholeness - of the true nature of who and what
we are - brings an entirely different experience. Slipping beneath the noisiness of the mind and
settling in deeper, we connect with an aspect of ourselves that is wiser, slower and softer. When we
get quiet, listen in, and feel for this, the surface chatter subsides. The stillness at our centre becomes
apparent and we start to become more peaceful - almost instantaneously. We have more space, more
energy, more light within. As we quieten, we find we have more awareness of what is happening
within us and what is happening around us. We feel at home here. Our whole body responds to this
settling. As we rest here for a little longer, we find that answers come, solutions appear. We begin to
sense the connectedness of everything and how it holds us and places us. Less time is spent fretting,
worrying, trying or seeking. We can trust what is, we can let be - and enjoy the journey.
Living from our inner quiet can feel like a kind of super power because our senses become keener: we
see and hear more, we begin to develop an almost uncanny ability to ‘see round the corners’ of life,
we can anticipate what is coming towards us, and we are better able to respond wisely and calmly to
what is happening around us. What does and doesn’t feel right becomes clearer.
This in-the-moment feedback is a natural part of the ongoing
dialogue in a world that is Whole, where all parts are in constant
communication and interaction with each other. And the place
where this communication is written is on and in our body: our
body is the interface between our formless, spiritual nature and
the world of physical forms. We feel and sense it all here.
TRUSTING YOUR BODY
We feel the world through our body. And our body will show us
the moment we move away from our wellbeing. When we are
out of sync with our world, we experience symptoms of distress
or alarm in our body-being. How this appears is personal to us
Lady’s Slipper Orchid: sensing health
and to our circumstances in the moment. We can feel this as a
sudden tightness in the gut, a slumping of our energy and posture, loss of physical co-ordination,
shaking and trembling, a sense of being out of control in our speech or actons, sweating, a lower
mood, difficulty thinking and so on.
When we are safe and at ease, we find our body relaxing and our spirts growing lighter. We feel
integrated and centred within, and our bodily systems start to come back into flow and comfort.
Symptoms ease and disperse. Inflammation recedes. Our heart rate and blood pressure lower. These
are all signs of deepening wellbeing.
We can trust our bodies. And yet, many of us don’t - especially if we have had years of ill-health.
Instead, we are more likely to consider our bodies capricious, faulty, weak or dysfunctional. We view
symptoms of alarm and distress from our bodies to be inconvenient, unpleasant and somewhow
against us. However, inflammatory symptoms of pain, swelling and redness are indications of alarm warning signs. Discharge is a means for the body to relieve one or more systems of the body of
excess, push out toxins and clear the decks. Chronic aches, obstructions in our veins and tubes, or saclike growths are all indications of stagnation, toxicity and hardening that the body is trying to isolate
in specific areas, in order to preserve the overall integrity of the whole.
Of course, there is no denying that symptoms are inconvenient and unpleasant, but they are this
way for a reason: they are meant to halt us in our tracks, to get us to recognise that something we
are doing, or something in our environment, is creating imbalance within us.
Symptoms don’t happen to us, they happen for us: they show us what isn’t working, what isn’t

healthy and what isn’t harmonious. Furthermore, they are actually an indication that the body is already
on its way to trying to heal the issue, in the least disruptive way possible.
When we experience symptoms and ill-health, we often end up blaming our hormones, our genes, our
bad luck or even our own weak will that apparently stops us from exercising and doing the things we
‘should’. However, this dramatically misses the point. We are completely misunderstanding our
symptoms, and failing to heed - and read - their wisdom. Indeed, if we are looking to cultivate health
and wellness, this perspective will only ever bring limited success. You could term it an outside-in
approach to health - and it is, again, part of the pervasive health model of our times. Most of us have
grown up learning to view our bodies, and our symptoms, in this way.
The idea that the body has symptoms because it is malfunctioning and we need to find something out
there to correct the glitch in the system, is founded on a way of looking at ourselves as broken not
whole. With this mindset, we view our bodies as machines and we need expert mechanics (doctors) to
fix, replace or medicate the part of the machine that isn’t working.
Sometimes, what happens to our bodies is purely mechanical - we break a bone and it needs re-setting,
or we cut ourselves deeply and our skin needs sewing up. More often than not, though, the effect is
mechanical but the cause is not. An artery that grows hard and stiff, eventually becoming narrow and
blocked, becomes a mechanical problem only after years of improper nutrition and poor lifestyle
choices. Whilst a treatment from the outside in - to remove or bypass the block through surgery - can be
life saving, this only treats that mechanical effect, not the underlying cause. A better approach would be
to change the diet and lifestyle that are causing the problem in the first place by gently and consistently
restoring pliability and flow in the blood and tissues through exercise and
proper nutriton. This involves a change from within. This involves the
person taking their health back into their own hands.
By developing our ‘health sense’, we learn to heed symptoms of
dysfunction as something deeper - a sign of distress and imbalance within and head off the surgery by changing how we care for our selves. We will
see what is coming down the track, and change our course.
THE HOLISTIC APPROACH
When we understand that our body is our own personal interface between
ourselves and the world around us - part of the living communication - we
start to see that it is constantly speaking to us. This communication is
instantaneous and we can trust it: the body cannot lie. Our body won’t show
signs of cold or shock (trembling, shaking, weakness, sluggish circulation)
Green-Winged Orchid: Intutiion
unless we have grown cold or are experiencing shock and trauma. Our
bodies cannot show signs of malnourishment, if they are fed a nutrient-rich, healthy diet. As we trust
them and learn to read what they are telling us, we can stop being dismissive of this wisdom within our
own cells.
A lovely couple of practitioners, Bill and Linda Pettit, speak beautifully about this (you can find a video
of them on YouTube here: https://thevivaevent.com/videos/). Dr Bill Pettit speaks of symptoms as ‘love
letters from the body’ and his wife speaks of no longer wishing to do violence to her body by pushing it
in ways it does not want to be pushed. This is a holistic understanding of symptoms. Here, we listen to
the body, recognising and responding when it is showing us distress, and actively doing what is needed
to restore ease, harmony and flow.
Our bodies are beautifully preset for healing and flow. Whatever we throw at ourselves our body will
attempt to heal it, our minds to integrate it and our souls to grow from it. We naturally seek out balance
and harmony at the deepest levels of our being. We seek to be well. And, when we are living

harmoniously, our body-being affirms this: we feel happy and in the flow. The fact that happiness and
health are inextricably entwined has always seemed to me to be
evidence of a most intelligent and benevolent design. Happiness
promotes ease and health; health and ease promote happiness.
At this current time, I think we are all becoming more aware of the
need to listen in more carefully to our own health needs, both for our
physical wellbeing and our mental wellbeing. It seems to me that an
understanding of the holistic paradigm of health is key to this.
ESSENCES FOR SENSING WELLBEING
There are four essences I want to share today that help with
connecting to our bodies and to our innate sense of balance. Take
these when you are wanting to settle into a new and deeper level of
wellbeing, or are trying to understand symptoms of distress your
body is giving you.
Bogbean Essence is for healthy sensitivity - and equally - for sensing where health lies. This flower
essence helps increase our ability to sense in a balanced way. What we don’t want to do is become
obsessed about every fleeting reaction our body has to the world around us; instead, we want to remain
in conscious communication with our innate responsiveneness. Bogbean is helpful for those whose
sensitivity is either too strong - and they find themselves reacting to everything and everyone, or very
shut down. It helps to bring this into healthy balance so that your own intelligent sentience can serve
you well.
Lady’s Slipper Orchid (see image on page 2) is for connecting to our healing vitality. Our life-force is
the intelligence that our bodies respond to. As we learn to rest in the arms of this intelligence, trusting
this wisdom to guide us, we find that living healthily comes naturally to us. We begin to feel what stirs,
strengthens, awakens and liberates us, what turns up the dial on our own wellbeing and what stimulates
our healing. This essence is particularly indicated when we are failing to see a path forward, when
health seems impossible, or when we feel stuck and despairing in terms of improving ourselves or our
life experience. It re-aligns us to flow - rather than that stuckness - and we begin to find our way again.
Green-Winged Orchid (see image on page 3) is the essence for clarifying and strengthening our
intuition. Which voice inside us do we listen to? We all have numerous voices pulling us this way and
that at any one time. How do we know which to heed? The answer to this is surprisingly simple: we
heed the voice that feels most healthy, easeful and loving. And we will recognise it by the way it makes
us feel in our body. We will relax, settle, quieten and come home to ourselves when we are listening to
our true intuition - our inner teacher. When we fail to heed this, listening instead to the voices that
increases our feelings of stress and anxiety, things invariably go wrong for us - within and without.
THE HOLISTIC PARADIGM
The holistic way of viewing the body brings us into ever greater harmony and communication with
ourselves. Orthodox medicine - and some complementary therapies - are aimed at getting rid of
symptoms, with drugs or naturally, rather than understanding their warnings. Symptoms naturally
disperse and dissolve when there is no longer anything causing them. Better then that we take the time
to understand how, why and what a symptom tells us about how we are living, than seek to suppress the
gift of insight it offers us. There is an intelligence at work within us that we can align to and harmonise
with, and in doing so live with greater ease and wellbeing. Let us take this wiser path and see how richly
and deeply it leads us into harmony with Life.

The Holistic Healer Foundation Training
9 Month Online Practitioner Training - commences Setember 2020

The time has come for health practitioners to step up, resilient,
determined and skilled, facilitators of wholeness
- a gentle and constant part of the change.
A truly holistic practitioner acts as an insightful guide, lighting the way back
to the inherent wholeness and wisdom of the client, helping them to come
back home to themselves and live from here.
Currently, the need to consciously care for our health in a truly holistic way, in harmony with self and
planet, is becoming ever more pressing. We are living through a time of great transition that is rapidly
making visible those things that are no longer viable or sustainable
in our modern approach to life.

EMBODIED LEARNING

‘It’s what you are that heals, not what you know’
C.G. Jung

Becoming a holistic healer requires more than simply learning
some new information, treatment approaches and techniques. If
we use even the most holistic healing systems, such as homeopathy, herbs or acupuncture, with the
same mindset that informs the use of antibiotics and painkillers, we will likely achieve the same shortlived, relatively superficial results.
In order to make the full depth and potential of holistic healing available for someone else, we must first
come to understand it deeply for ourselves from the inside-out. We don’t learn this material intellectually
- we learn it experientially so that it becomes an intrinsic part of our own embodied life wisdom.

THE PROGRAMME
Do you wish to be part of the healing in these times?
Our programme is designed to create a supportive and nourishing container within which you will
embark upon a healer’s journey, raising your own level of health and wellbeing whilst developing and
refining the skills you will need to do the same for others. None of us individually can heal the sufferings
of the whole world. What we can do is to activate the powers of self-healing and regeneration in our
own life and the lives of those we are able to reach. This is more than enough.
For full details of this nine month Practitioner Training in the foundational principles
of the Holistic Healing, go to: www.rachelsingleton.com/holistic-healer-training
Tutors: Ian Watson and Rachel Singleton

LATEST NEWS
WILD AND SACRED MEDICINE - LIGHTBRINGER ESSENCE HANDBOOK BOOK
The new LightBringer Essence book is now available as either a Kindle download or a full colour paperback, from
Amazon. I know some of you have been waiting for it to come out in print.
The Kindle version is £9.99; the print version is £29.00. Both are full colour.
If you purchase the book and enjoy it, please consider supporting me by leaving a review on Amazon. This will
also help me to reach other people who are interested in making essences part of their self-care. Thank you!
THE INNER COMPASS PODCAST with Liz Scott
Liz Scott has been running a series of inteviews on the subject of LISTENING - 25 minute podcasts with a variety
of health practitioners from around the world. This series is a fabulous resource for health practitioners, and for
any one who wishes to communicate better with their loved ones. Liz is an excellent listener and interviewer, and
the podcasts are relaxing and inspiring to listen to.
I was interviewed by Liz this week on the topic of listening to the body.
You can watch the episode on YouTube here: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnMfAT5CF8A
Or find the podcast on Liz’s website in the next week:
www.innercompassguide.com
PRACTITIONER MENTORING SPACE - spaces available for September intake
If you missed the first intake, Ian and I are offering another group from mid September. Our first group filled very
quickly so do get in touch if you are interested. The Practitioner Mentoring Space is a deeply supportive and
nurturing monthly online space for practitioners and students. Here, you will connect with others around some of
the key issues we face as practitioners in order to gain in confidence and skill and increase your effectiveness in
helping others. Perfect for those who feel isolated as practitioners or would welcome support and inspiration on
their journey forward.
PURCHASING LIGHTBRINGER ESSENCES
From the end of September, I will no longer be selling LightBringer Essences directly*. I am handing over sales
to my stockists in Cumbria. I am still offering the Essence Dowsing Service, and all my usual consultations. You
can buy from the following:
HEALTHLINES MAIL ORDER - the full range of individual essences, including the Egyptian and Wild Orchid
Essences, plus all combination stock bottles and prescription bottles for clients: www.healthlines.co.uk Tel:
01539 824776 Practitioner Discounts available - please apply for an account with Healthlines.
WILD ABANDON MAIL ORDER and ON THE HIGH STREET - all Essence Mists, Combinations, and
Essence Cards from Wild Abandon in Kendal, Cumbria: Instagram: wildabandonkendal Tel: 07817 378388
*For LightBringer Practitioner Account holders, you can still order from me directly for orders over £40 in value (RRP) - simply
email your order. Otherwise, please purchase from the stockists listed. For all Wholesale and Ambassador accounts, continuye
to order from me as normal. For Practitioners who wish to sell to clients in small amounts, you may wish to consider an
Ambassador Account - contact me for more information.

Website: www.lightbe.co.uk Email: admin@lightbe.co.uk
Weekly phone-in to speak to Rachel: Mondays 4-6pm UK time 015394 37427

